
Elsa Landberg.

As a content creative I work with communication, concept development, and content creation from ideation to production in all 
digital channels. Additionally, I am an experienced growh manager and developing KPI’s for a customer loyalty loop comes as 
natural as the implementation of communicative efforts. 

Furthermore, I see communication as a tool to create new cultures, unlock innovative effort and introduce people to basically 
anything that might seem new and frightening. 

Personal Statement.

Work Experience.

Fliffr, Stockholm 

• Fliffr revenue stream came from a pay-per-minute business model. The value offering came from sellers (supply) within an app, and purchase came from 
consumers that wanted to buy knowledge (demand). I was responsible for attracting engaged app users (demand and supply) onto the app, keeping them engaged, 
and balancing the set of listings from supply with the demand. My job was also to define the thematic areas for growth potential for Fliff (e-sport, lifestyle, diet...).
• Deepened my knowledge in target audiences and consumer marketing by creating and optimizing (retargeting) campaigns and ads for different consumer 
segments. This concluded both paid as well as organic campaigns. Also, I deepened my knowledge in creating video explainers, SEO and ASO. 
• Created >20 videos, brought forward > 40 lists of targeted audiences, setup (dev.team) a CRM system as well as communication/retargeting plans to the different 
audience segments, evaluated thematic areas where Fliffr could potentially make business, provided UX- suggestions witin the app, storyboarding for videos. 

Head of Growth / 2016-2017

99.co, Singapore

• I was responsible for increasing the social media channels following by 10% monthly, as well as improving the content on listings at 99.co external website, creating 
content to engage the audience. This allowed me to unleash my creativity, and I ranged from pitching a content topic from the recent news for the Singaporean 
housing market, to getting out on the field and interviewing users. Social media automation through Buffer to sync with the rest of the team. 
• I learnt about routines to create and maintain a classical “startup culture” (i.e. design thinking, lean startup methodology) by activities (such as morning standup, 
half baked sessions, Friday townhall) as well as tools to improve team efficiency and feedback receivement from customers (Slack, Intercom, team feedbacking tools). 
I also learned some of the essences in content marketing (setting up Google alerts to follow the latest news within the housing market), working with a PR-agent to 
come up with a demand generating topic for article every week, as well as which magazines to pitch the article to. I also deepened my skills in social media manage-
ment. Lastly, I developed a mindset towards “good enough”-mentality and bootstrapping techniques; for example how to scrape content from one recommendation 
site onto a listing to fill up the marketplace content, which subsequently  drives demand to a marketplace as well as builds trust for the platform. 
• Increase Instagram, Twitter, Facebook following by 10% with visual assets and community engaging efforts (commenting), wrote 2 articles, weekly scanning of news. 

Marketing manager/ 2016-2016
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Ericsson ONE, Stockholm 

• Responsible for bringing forward communication assets that tells the stories of Ericsson ONE’s projects.
• I learnt about corporate communication, which differs from consumer marketing communication in the sense that corporate communication is structured to 
convey attitudes, beliefs and goals of an organisation, while consumer communication is about ultimately making comsumers to purchase your services. Developing 
relevant KPI’s for consumer marketing is straightforward since it is targeted towards a single goal of conversion. Corporate communication is more complex and can 
be evaluated through NPS- score, PR- measuring efforts, interviews of different target groups within the organisation. I have further developed my professional 
profiency in production of visual assets (Adobe CC, equipment handling such as sound uptake, lightning, cameras) as well as interviewing techniques. 
• I brought forward assets (video, text) for an external website fully dedicated to visualise what happened at the Ericsson ONE Summit in April 2018. The website 
reached a all time high click-throught rate. Developed > 30 video assets, > 2 website UX design and content improvements, as well as strategic recommendations. 

Researcher / 2018- active

Ciceron Group, districts in Sweden 

• As a retail activator, my responsibility was to increase the chance of a salesperson in our client’s vendor stores to recommend a product for the brand I was respre-
senting (i.e. recommend a Cylinda dishwasher instead of Bosch) by continously doing activities with salespeople that increased their positive perception of brand 
emotions. 
• I learnt about the experiental values that can be created for customers, and the relevance of this since more than 70% os sales happen in the last stage in the 
distribution/ sales chain. 
• Managed to make Ciceron’s client an even more loyal customer by succeeding in taking orders straight from the salespeople (at Elgiganten) and by that, Ciceron 
could more clearly show how these brand experience efforts were favourable as well as correlated to their client’s business goals. 

Retail Actovator & Ciceron/ 2013-2015

Education & Courses.

Royal Institute of Technology

15 hp Media Management at SSE, Python, Matlab, Big Data analysis, 60 hp visualisation, 160 hp Science, 70 hp Communication & community

Master in Engineering and Science, Media Technology 

National University of Singapore

24 MC Business Development, 12 MC Practical Startup Experience. 

Minor in Technopreneurship 



GA Google Analytics
I hold a certificate for each course provided by Google Analytics 
Academy Courses (i.e. GA for Beginners, Advanced GA, GA for 
Power Users, Getting started with GA 360).  

Photography & Lightning 

Storyboarding & Videography 

SEO Hootsuite certificate in SEO
Google Ads, Facebook Ads, Instagram Ads

Elsa Landberg.

Extracurricular Activities, Side Gigs & Passion projects.

Hard Skills, Certifications & Courses.

Awards, Scholarships & Mandates. 

Bachelor thesis student investigating the risk mobilisation tool CCORAL. Brought forward material for risk mobilisation , cascading decision-makers to take environ-
mental friendly decisions. 
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CC Adobe CC
Professional level. Create artistic assets such as storyboards, 
logotypes, video editing, motion graphics.

30%Scholarship : Thesis student investigating CCORAL in Belize 2015

Nominated as 1  of 10 in 2017. Award is to highlight industry - specific. female role models. 

1%

+46 733 472283

  

Identify business model of the year & business model challenger of the year.

Jury member: Cordial & Nova 2017 

Stockholm School of Economics

As part of my master degree from KTH, this course was given to bridge engineers’ slkills with business thinking, as well as mergeing business students with enginee-
ring students. Case solving and conceptualisation for media, with a specific focus on the technological shift from industrialisation business models to digitalisation 
business models. 

Course in Media Management

Co-founder and facilitator 

Crayatives community started from the painpoint of being a creator. Managing expectations, facilitating a community and hands-on building of trust. 
Also , being part of a grass-roots movement like this gives: 
• Recent trends within creative conceptualisation and artistic assets 
• A network with nishced skills where we can utillise one another

Crayatives Community  

1 out of 10 IT girl of the year: Microsoft 2017 

Has been invited to speak at several events about working in the tech industry. 

Speaker: Sole proprietorship 

DataTjej

With a strong personal drive to find more inspiration within STEM- fields (there is an overwhelming supply of visual inspiration within fashion, lifestyle, travel industry 
fields) I decided to do something about it. Together with DataTjej, I developed a vlog concept to help companies in STEM-fields tell their stories. Partnering with 
DataTjej was a way to easier access the right target group (students in STEM-fields) and value offered towards companies was to be able to provide an intersection- 
option to engage with the target group, a concept standing in between the traditional offerings:  • a facebook post • a lecture. 

Initiator Vlog Concept 

Engineers without Borders

Brought forward sponsors (tech-companies) and presented a value- offering that benefited the sponsors as well as the project. Owned the entire funnel, from initiative 
to sponsor sales to delivery of assets (such as documentation on site). 

Sponsorship & Communication Representant, Computers for Schools 

Was working for production company from 2011-2014 in several productions.

Craft Service and Production Assistant 
Stenberg Collskog


